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Some terms..

● Receptive language - Understanding and comprehending words 
and language; the information going in. 

● Expressive language - The ability to communicate our thoughts 
and feelings through words, signs or symbols. 

● Visual supports - A picture or other visual item that can support 
receptive language and expressive language. 



Why use visuals?
• Receptive language support 

○ Understanding
○ Memory
○ Processing time
○ Overload 
○ Distractibility

• Expressive communication 
○ Alternative to speech
○ Enables students to provide more information
○ Vocabulary development 

• Reduce challenging behaviours



What is AAC?

● AAC = Augmentative & Alternative Communication

● Tools and strategies to enhance speech or provide a 

completely different means of communication



What is AAC?



Schoolwide visual 

supports



Aided Language Display (ALD)

An Aided Language Display is a way of making language visible.

▪ Promotes understanding of language

▪ Provides a way to create their own 
message

▪ Can support social interactions



Core Board

Available on 
Google Drive



Environmental ALD



Communication iPads



First-Then Schedules

- Times when visual schedules can be useful: 
- Classroom activities
- Transitioning
- Waiting
- Preparation for what is coming next 

- What if you need a visual schedule and you don’t 
have one handy?

- First-then Lanyards! Ready-made to clip onto a 
lanyard.

- Customise to add activities/locations/motivators 
specific to your class.



What is Proloquo2Go?

✘ Symbol-based AAC app for iPad

✘ Has speech output

✘ Widely used by students at ERS

✘ Provides a comprehensive and 

robust set of vocabulary

✘ Very customisable



Schoolwide 

Programs



Words of the Week (WOW)

Handouts available 
on Google Drive



WOW videos on Google Drive



Colourful Semantics



Modelling

Always couple visuals with 
speech. They are an aid to help 
you understand spoken language, 
not a substitute for words.

It’s time to GO!!



What can you do at home?

● Create a supportive language environment 

● Model!

○ Add one word to what your child is currently doing

○ Respond naturally

○ Comment rather than question 



Take-home messages

● Visuals and AAC help students learn and understand

● Model communication on visuals and AAC

● You can find the Core Board, WOW handouts, WOW 

videos & more on Google Drive (scan the QR code)

● Contact the speechies if you have any questions or 

need any support



thanks!


